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Key Management
Made Simple And
Secure

Complete Control At Your Fingertips

Torus is the key to protecting your assets, people and reputation. Harnessing the latest technologies
for security and peace of mind, Torus will elevate the efficiency, security and safety of your
workplace. With fewer people needing physical contact with your keys and each other, your
workplace with thrive in a post-COVID world.
Torus gives you complete control of your organizations keys, cards and tags. Cabinets can be
easily deployed anywhere in the world without needing to install software or allocate IT resources.
Torus integrates with a wide range of access control systems

Uniquely Scalable

Security That’s
Second To None

Unified Real Time
Control

Effortless To Install

SMS And Email Alerts
In Real Time

A Solution For The
Future

Perfect for organizations
with multiple locations,
nationally or internationally,
you can deploy Torus across
regions, departments and
buildings – quickly and
easily.

Torus keeps your data safe
and private with best
practice encryption and
identity management. This
includes multi-factor
authentication and
one-time PINs.

Enjoy faster, more informed
decision making with
insightful dashboards,
graphs and historical data
available globally, at all
times.

The ultimate ‘plug and play’
solution, your Torus cabinets
will securely connect to
Torus software via the
internet. No software
installation or server space
required. No IT
management necessary.

With a highly flexible engine
for delivering custom
notifications to different
users, Torus allows you to
keep the right people
informed when keys are not
returned or if any designated
events occur.

Our hardware is built to last
and our software is the
subject of agile
development and
continuous improvement.
This makes Torus a long-term
investment in your
workplace.

Ask an IML Representative for more information and product availability.
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